
About Syracuse

As one of the snowiest metropolitan areas in the United States, Syracuse is well known
for its high snow, humidity, and outdoor recreation. Located near the Erie Canal, the city
offers a variety of outdoor activities such as biking, hiking, and outdoor rec space.

The outdoor’s aren’t for everybody so you can also find an indoor zoo, museums, and
historical sites and buildings to explore. Syracuse has a little something for everyone
and is home to Syracuse University, with entertainment found around every corner.

Perhaps the strangest attraction within the city is the upside-down traffic light which
stems from the city's large Irish population. Installed in 1925, the light was installed
upside down putting the green on top and red on the bottom, believing that the red on
top would stand for British preference and the green on top for Irish.

Having the 5th largest population in the United States, the city is a popular location for
younger generations looking to settle down or just have a good time. Hosting the state’s
largest shopping center as well as active nightlife, Syracuse is a fun and active
community that is always on the move and ready to entertain.

Birthday Party Options in Syracuse

A lively city that is full of fun and opportunity, Syracuse can be a fantastic choice for
hosting any event or party. With a large venue selection that can host large corporate
functions or smaller birthdays, the city offers plenty of options when it comes to events.

● Decorations
Everything to turn a venue into an event space, professional decorators can
provide style and eye-catching design to a party. Whether it’s a birthday party or
wedding, a decorator can make any event unique and special.

● Catering
With its strong Irish roots, the city of Syracuse offers some of the most unique
and authentic food around. From traditional dishes to widely popular favorites,
there’s a caterer for the job.

● Florists
Adding that pop of color and excitement to the party, florists provide a large
variety of floral arrangements that fit any theme or venue.



● Photographers
Looking back at some of the most memorable moments years down the road to
relive the experience, photographers capture and document all the little moments
so that they live on for a lifetime.

● Equipment Rental
Everything needed from entertainment to chairs and tables can be provided by
an equipment rental company, ensuring that the party has what it takes to be a
success.

● Videographer
Much like a photographer, a professional videographer will capture the
atmosphere and excitement of any event. Reliving the experience with all the
sounds, and movements is a more in-depth way to look back on the best
moments.

● Transportation
Traveling in an unknown city and dealing with the traffic and construction can be
frustrating. Providing guests with an easy way to get around without the hassle of
navigating themselves can make any event more enjoyable.

Event Planning Companies in Syracuse

● MLH Events
Since 2011 MLH Events has been planning some of the most memorable and
custom events in Syracuse. From birthday parties to weddings and larger
functions, they take pride in creating outstanding events.

● Sky Armory
Planning and executing events in Syracuse for over 20 years, Sky Armory has
the experience it takes to plan a memorable event. With a long list of client
testimonials to back up their professionalism and expertise.

● Pretty & Pink Party Planning
Being a full-service event planning company, Pretty & Pink plans everything from
venue location, to the center table arrangements. Birthday parties, weddings, and
corporate functions are everyday things for them.

Pros and Cons of having a Birthday Party in Syracuse



Pros

● Venue Selection
Between its historical background, and modern-day college town feel, Syracuse
has the venue selection needed to find that perfect spot.

● Food Variety
As the fifth largest populated city in the US, Syracuse has an array of different
foods from different cultures.

● Entertainment for Everyone
Indoor zoos, museums, and art galleries to the outdoor parks and recreation
centers, the city has entertainment that can match anyone’s interests.

● Scenery
With seemingly endless walking trails and parks, Syracuse has miles of beautiful
scenery for outdoor enthusiasts who enjoy hiking, biking, or just hanging out with
friends and family.

● Diversity in the Arts
With a diverse cultural background, Syracuse offers everything from art galleries
to outdoor opera performances and stunning architectural buildings.

Cons

● Weather
Being the snowiest metropolitan area in the country, planning any event ahead is
essential. The weather can hinder travel, and the ability to find indoor space
makes it tricky to pick the perfect day.

● Traffic Jams
Traffic jams and construction are an everyday struggle within the city, with its
popularity growing, the city has become crowded making it more difficult to
commute.

● Road Conditions



If it’s icy road conditions, or large cracks and potholes, the city struggles to keep
up with the constant road work.

● Rundown Neighborhoods
Unkempt houses and buildings can be found within certain parts of the city, with
an above-average poverty rate some neighborhoods can be rundown and
weathered.

● Crime Rates
Comparing Syracuse to other cities of similar size, the crime rate is slightly higher
than most, travelers and locals alike should be familiar with their surroundings
and location.

Famous Birthday Party Locations in Syracuse

Making memories and having a memorable experience is something that Syracuse can
provide. With entertainment and activities for any group or occasion, the city is packed
with excitement and adventure.

● Rosamond Gifford Zoo
With 43 acres and hundreds of animals, the Rosamond Zoo offers visitors a
chance to experience exotic animals up close. With half of the exhibits indoors,
the zoo is a popular attraction year-round.

● The Carrier Dome
Hosting concerts, sports, and championship ice skating, the Carrier Dome has
events running all the time, making it one of the top attractions in the city.

● Destiny USA
As the largest shopping center in the state, Destiny offers a unique experience of
luxury and entertainment. With valet parking, and kids activities available, the
center offers fun and entertainment for the entire family.
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